TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
asked for something indecent. Flex, or flexes, are to-day as running
gold set with diamonds. You must put up with a short flex,
plant your lamp near the plug, and group the furniture accordingly.
Yet my chandelier, a graceful cone of dangling crystals, reminds
me with a nostalgic pang of the best Viennese Waltz period, and
I can hardly believe that I picked it up in a modern electric-light
shop in Tunbridge Wells, and not inside one of those doorways
that open tinder die magical sign ANTIQUES.
I learned that there was all the difference in the world
between antiques and just a junk shop. In two delightful
litde towns beside the Thames, I picked up—no, that is a
maddening phrase indicating all sorts of abilities I do not
possess, such as an astute eye, a connoisseur's knowledge, a love
of bargaining—I bought nearly all my furniture. Directly after
the conflagration, I noticed an inlaid pear-wood table with lovely
eighteenth-century legs; I am deeply susceptible to the curve of
table legs; so after a brief struggle with temptation, I fell, on the
excuse mat after you have taken a violent toss you must immediately
get into the saddle again and ride, or lose your nerve for ever. At
die same time and for the same reason, and of course with the idea
of burnishing my morale and not just acquiring property, I bought
a lovely green and gold incomplete Rooongham tea service; and
later on, in Mayfair, the contra-Buhl glass-fronted cabinet to hold
it. These terribly expensive, terribly exclusive Antique Shops in
Mayfair are, by die way, not impossibly expensive nor exclusive;
you must not enter diffidently, nor burst open the door with a
defiant "I am as good as you are" air, but wait in quiedy as though
it were your village general store of the good old days and you
wanted to buy a ball ^of string, a packet ot striped humbugs, a tin
af sardines and two picture postcards ...
But a junk shop is quite a different matter. Once, long ago, we
used to pass them while we motored swiftly down long dreary
shopping streets on die outskirts of the larger towns; their wares,
pilea uj> on die side-walk outside, seemed to be mosdy rusty
firearms, broken-down bedsteads, and some rather nasty chipped
porcelain of obscure uses. I had determined at die beginning of
my furnishing adventures that I would be really economical, avoid
antiques and do a lot of my buying at these junk shops. One must
be practical, I said. I had forgotten certain trifles of contemporary
history, such as transport and petrol consumption, and that junk
shops have no means of delivery. Once the purchase is made, they
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